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Women’s Power in Africa

From appreciating women‘s value to creation of value
	The economic implications of the Value-Centered Approach
Prof. Dr. Muthgard Hinkelmann-Toewe

Structures
Finding and formulating realistic and
honest perspectives – whether for or
together with Africans – that can bring the
people what they promise – requires close,
trusting dialogue with our African brothers
and sisters on the one hand, and a sound
knowledge of structures on the other. Global insights and views concerning structures, as formulated and propagated by
the global community, normally by the United Nations, are of central significance.
„The Secretary-General's study“ which
was presented to the delegates at the UN
conference, describes the inter-gender
structures characterizing our world at
present thus:
„Violence against women has far-reaching consequences for women, their
children and society as a whole. Violence
against women impoverishes women,
their families, communities and nations.
It lowers economic production, drains
resources from public services and employers and reduces human capital formation.“
With these precise statements on the
interrelationship of „all forms of violence“,
as exerted worldwide against female
human beings – both women and girls
– and the economic repercussions of this,
the „Study“ wishes to jolt the world – i.e.
all the responsible bodies, „states, agencies, NGOs“ – into moving on “from words
to deeds” at last and „ending“ „violence
against women“.
For example, it lists „all forms of violence“ – without whitewashing or playing
down the issue in the slightest – leaving
no doubt as to the cause of all this suffering („all forms of violence are evitable“),
recognizing  „violence against women and
the girlchild“ as one of the main reasons
for poverty, which is increasing throughout the world, and giving examples of the
costs arising from this violence at different
levels.
The connection between growing impo-
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verishment and gender-specific violence
has globally never been formulated as this
before.
If the connection between violence
against women and the economic situation is accurate, the converse conclusion
is imperative that withdrawing, reducing,
terminating gender-specific violence would
bring economic benefit for „the family, the
community and the state“.
A process of this kind has been initiated
in Western Kenya, in the Mosocho Division,
by the work of the Fulda-Mosocho-Project,
which uses innovative ways and empowers
both women and men.
The Fulda-Mosocho-Project that was
nominated for the European Human Rights
Award by the European Parliament in 2006
for its „uniqueness, sustainability and
transferability“ is described in KONSENS
4/2006.
The empowerment of women
Ever since the major UN conferences in
Cairo (1994) and Copenhagen (1995),

the United Nations has been striving to
counteract „all forms” of gender-specific
violence, including „Harmful Traditional Practices“ (HTPs), by „empowering
women“.
Already at these conferences the global
community recognized that it is women
who are needed in order to cope with problems such as the spread of poverty, the
population explosion, and the cruel traditional practices which disregard the rights
of women. Women‘s creativity and abilities
are needed.
As a result, the empowerment of women
became a declared political aim.
Nevertheless, the major problems of
humankind, which brought / prompted the
world community to want the empowerment of women have not decreased since
the 1990s. The world‘s population is still
growing without restraint.
Violence against women is escalating
– the continuing technical progress has
even added new types of brutality – says
the study (e.g. the countless offenders

The professor amidst celebrating, uncircumcised girls at the „Main” Celebration on 14 Dec. 2006
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Commission
on the Status on Women (CSW)
of the United Nations  
Fifty-first Session,
26 February – 9 March 2007, New York
At its 51st session, the United Nations‘
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)
devoted its attention to the topic of „All
Forms of Violence Against Women“, focusing especially on the serious effects of
the many varied forms of violence against
the girlchild. With the „High-level panel on
‘Protecting Girls from Female Genital Mutilation / Cutting‘,“ the commission has paid
particular attention this time to the form
of violence which female children are most
frequently subjected to (approx. 5.5 million
cases each year!), and which is regarded as
one of the most cruel violations of human
rights creating unimaginable suffering.
Prof. Dr. Muthgard Hinkelmann-Toewe,
Director of the Center for PROFS, was invited to join this panel at the request of the
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development, to inform delegates of
the approach which is making the FuldaMosocho-Project so successful in this
field.
In addition, the delegates have been
dealing with basic topics such as the „Evaluation of progress in the implementation
of the agreed conclusions on the role of
men and boys in achieving gender equality“ and „Emerging issues, trends and
new approaches to issues affecting the
situation of women or equality between
women and men.“ In these debates, too,
the Center‘s representative (PROFS has
been accredited at the United Nations for
10 years) was able to make contributions
by giving insights into the practicability and
effectiveness of the innovative approaches
developed by the Center.
The „In-depth study on all forms of violence against women – Report of the Secretary-General“ – which proves to be helpful in making
progress and meanwhile
has been published as a
book – was presented to
the delegates as a working
document,
(Doc No: A / 61 / 122 / Add.
1–www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/vaw/index.
htm),.

For the Center for PROFS
U. Maschke
(Executive Director)
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Prof. Dr. Muthgard Hinkelmann-Toewe at the DAB Think Tank on Africa on 17 February 2007 in
Duderstadt

through the Internet). The gender-specific
violence, the „harmful traditional practices“ – in particular female genital mutilation – and thus the suffering of women
associated with this, continues.
„Zero Tolerance for FGM-Day“
On 6 February 2007, the EU turned its
attention to the „empowerment of women“
and in particular to the connection
between the „empowerment of women“
and HTPs. 6 February is the international
„Zero Tolerance for FGM“ day, which the
UN proclaimed this year for the fourth time
in succession – prompted by politically
active African women who find it unbearable how slowly the world community is
proceeding against female genital mutilation (it is assumed that it will take an entire generation – i.e. 30 years – to eradicate
this custom).
The conference exemplarily makes the
dilemma linked with the demand to empower women visible:
On the one hand, HTPs („harmful traditional practices“) prevent the empowerment
of women – no empowerment process can
take place as long as HTPs still exist – on the
other hand no overcoming of HTPs without
empowerment.
How can this cause-and-effect relationship be broken?
Human rights
The European Parliament undoubtedly

pointed out that genital mutilation is a
serious violation of human rights when
it nominated the project „Overcoming
Female Circumcision“.
The study by the Secretary-General convincingly shows that the same applies to „all
forms of violence against women“, too.
Nevertheless – human rights or not
– why should these rights be realized for
women as long as the traditional attitude
that women are inferior and of less value
than men still exists worldwide?
And why should this particularly happen in those ethnic communities, where
women are made aware of their worthlessness every day by the mutilation of
their bodies?
The good feeling towards our body
This question makes it obvious: One must
turn to the empowerment-process per se:
thinking about empowerment means thinking about the development of inner power
– unlike external power – which enables us
human beings, and us women in particular, to value ourselves, to see ourselves as
being valuable – and as a result our fellow
women, too. The focus is on inner power
which enables us to experience the marvel of our female body as valuable, and to
like, to love our own body. Without a good
/ stable feeling towards our body, any
efforts to achieve empowerment remain
unstable – only a strong „body feeling“
clears the way for our interests, and thus
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to our almost endless resources, to our
innovative potential. The inner power, the
inner voice guides us, and no longer the
expectations of our surroundings.
It requires a change of thinking and feeling on the part of women, but also and in
particular on the part of men, about the
value of a woman and the value of her
female body.
... in the bedroom...
The sustainable overcoming, of Harmful
Traditional Practices therefore (urgently)
requires the cooperation of both men and
women especially in this issue.
Bella Abzug (1920 – 1998), one of the
courageous women of the American
Women‘s Lib movement – we have worked together at a number of conferences
– already agreed in the early nineties that
„The Empowerment of Women takes place
in the bedroom“ and „with it the revolution
between men and women.“
The Secretary-General‘s study underlines
this statement: „The most common form of
violence experienced by women globally
is intimate partner violence – sometimes
leading to death“.
Dealing more closely with harmful traditional practices, leads to the conclusion
that all these practices have one thing in
common: a close proximity to the areas of
sexuality and reproduction.
The immense human effort that must be
demanded
Success demands clearly formulated aims!
I am certainly not wrong in establishing
that a common goal in respect of the fight
against FGM (Female Genital Mutilation)
must be to enable people to let their old
traditions go with dignity (those parts of
these traditions which involve cruel violations of women) and to adopt new aspects

with commitment and joy, aspects which
realize and honour the human right of physical integrity for women, too.
For the people this objective involves to
achieve a tremendous change in behaviour,
and this particularly in respect of an an-
cient tradition governing the entire complex
of relationships between the genders.
Behavioural changes of this dimension
cannot be achieved simply by telling the
people how bad their tradition is and that
they must give up practising it. That cannot work. The attitude that can be read in
older United Nations documents that „men
would change their behaviour when they
understand the hazards and indignity of
harmful practices“ has also proved to be
unsuitable for ending painful traditional
practices. As a result, it is no longer to be
found in the Secretary-General‘s study.
Men are not stupid. They know that
blows are painful! But does this stop them
beating women?
Appealing to their understanding and
pity for the torture with regard to abolition of the painful traditional practices will
therefore not bring about the necessary
change.
Man and power
The painful traditional practices are not the
interests of women. It is not in a mother‘s
interest to mutilate her daughter or to
marry her off to an old man. Her interests
are in every single case to fulfil the expectations of her husband / the father. She
has no other choice if she wants to survive
within her ethnic community.
The painful traditional practices are
there because men want them and they
continue to find arguments for the cruel
practices and why they should be maintained.
Appealing to the hearts, feelings and

common sense of the men does not bring
about the results we so urgently need.
In other words, we must turn our efforts
to the power of men and make it clear to
them, this custom is there because you
want it. It is your power that has made this
custom possible. So it lies in your power
to change it. Let us reflect on this issue
together!
Transformation
Such reflection processes in further education seminars specially designed for
this purpose – in which men reflect on
their image of women and the dismissive
feelings associated with it in mixed groups
(50% men, 50% women), in groups with
male participants only, and  in groups with
women only from the ethnic background in
question hold something quite powerful in
terms of their dynamism and potential for
innovation.
Such further education training achieves
what the final document of the 4th World
Conference on Women in Beijing already
called for: „Transformation of Education
– Education for Transformation.“
This education in contents and didactics
is „transformed“ in such a way that the
participants advance to their fundamental
emotional structures, as it is only through
these that behavioural patterns can be
sustainably changed. The „transformed“
education enables participants to realize
that „something is wrong“, as „our actual
emotional situation and behavioural patterns do not fit to the mutually worked out
transformed contents and insight.“
The special professional working atmosphere enables participants to recognize
that „The wrong is on my side.“ This breaks
open the structures of violence, and change can run its course.
Further education programmes that

Mosocho Division – Kisii Central District – Nyanza Province – Kenya – Africa
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– will logically also become a topic of discussion … and with it the field of sexuality
…. the web of relationships between the
genders.
Further education work that is achieving
this together with the men and women of
the respective ethnic communities is able
to break the silence on these painful traditional practices and, in consequence, the
taboos that surround the areas of sexuality and reproduction in the various ethnic
communities. Sexuality and reproduction,
which are among the most important and
most wonderful areas of human existence,
become a subject of discussion between
men and women.
As the experiences of the Fulda-Mosocho-Project show, people, men and women
alike, experience breaking the „great
silence“ as infinitely liberating. A feeling of
relief pervades the families, clans, schools,
the entire community: an immense transformation process with regard to both individual and common achievements.
do not leave out the decisive questions,
but attach sufficient importance to them
when working with both the men and the
women of the respective ethnic communities, accomplish radical and sustainable
successes, as the experience of the FuldaMosocho-Project shows.
In overcoming female genital mutilation
in the region in which it works, the project
has set in motion a cultural change that
can not  be stopped – and this with the
Kisii, who still practised genital mutilation
in 98% of females when the project began
in 2002 and was known in Africa as being
resistant to any efforts to put an end to the
tradition.
Breaking the vast silence
Know-how that results in a new feeling

Meeting of Clan Elders
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with regard to the value of a woman and
her body enables the people to break the
vast silence that adheres to FGM. Men educated in this way are suddenly interested
in the terrible experiences of their female
colleagues! This had previously been
something well outside their range of
interests!
Women had not been worth enough to
be asked questions by men, men were not
interested in the enormous pain their wives
suffered during sexual intercourse, they
were not interested in the risks of childbirth – women were expected to endure all
this silently, patiently.
Coping successfully with FGM means
making experiences of FGM a topic of
discussion. Then, the clitoris – the female
sexual organ with its 6,000 nerve ends

Meeting of District School Headmasters/Headmistresses

„Infrastructure of acceptance“
Women and men of an entire region are
empowered by this process.
A new structure has been created, an
„infrastructure“ – the grassroot people
call it the „infrastructure of acceptance“.
They have accepted and decided that their
girls will stay the way God made them, not
because they have been convinced by the
pain that the girls suffer during mutilation, but because they have realized that
the girls and the body God gave them are
valuable.
And the cultural transformation goes
even further, for the people have accepted
even more! They have learned to accept
their women as valuable, as human beings,
as person – and to hold their bodies in

Meeting of Clan Elders
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esteem.
And that is the most important for the
people!
They feel how this infrastructure, these
„pipelines“ are expanding throughout
their entire region: this new feeling they
have towards the women, towards their
wives!
The feeling of esteem and respect
for woman, the feeling of appreciating
women´s value has entered society.
Women have attained value as women:
being a woman is valuable.
The cultural transformation is in the process of changing their entire lives.

are regularly being empowered by the process of awareness transformation in the
family and community – much to the joy of
the women and the men – and thus they
are able to act in a way they never knew
before: they are empowered as regards
their own very personal interests and, consequently, as regards the well-being of the
family and the entire clan.
The women who are empowered in
this way are able – and there is no doubt
about their readiness – to get involved in
the „development process“ and to be what
development politics would have liked to
have seen decades ago: women as „managers of development“.
In other words, they decide what they
want to manage – and do not allow to be
loaded down with burdens from outside.
The change that has taken place in the
bedroom – male respect for the woman‘s
body – has immense repercussions far be-

yond the bedroom. Kisii men are changing
noticeably, and they are talking about it.
They are fetching water, washing clothes,
cleaning their homes, and … and …
They are so happy about their personal
transformation – from a violent into a feeling, questioning member of their commu-

„We are empowered“
The subject of their conversations, their
speeches, among both men and women, is
their personal empowerment process that
was set in motion by the training.
„We are empowered!“
Women and men – men in a new way –
„We empowered ourselves!“
Appreciating  women´s  value
= Creation of value
Ethnic communities where men achieve to
appreciate their women´s value, to hold
their women in high esteem are becoming
areas of social, economic and sustainable
development. For  appreciating women´s
value leads to creation of  value, to creation of value by the esteemed / valued,
empowered women whose ideas and creative potential are now in demand.
A victory against FGM as a violation of
human rights is always a success against
the advance of poverty. Because women
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nity and family – that they raise this topic
everywhere – above all in their own clan, in
the schools, at public meetings.
This is one of the greatest multiplier effects
we can imagine.

Stations of the Visit by the MEP

MEP visits Mosocho
The people walked many miles from all
corners of the division to the project building to welcome the prominent guest from
Brussels, the EU parliamentarian Alexander Alvaro, who visited the project for three
days together with his team. They wanted
to inform him personally of what the FuldaMosocho-Project has brought to the local
people. On this occasion, too, they feel
the need to share their transformation
processes: what they have changed from,
what they have changed into – explained
by many a wive about her husband and
by the men about themselves in personal
testimonies. They explain how violently
they had used to treat their wives, how
they used to beat them, how ruthless they
had been when having sexual intercourse,
and how in the past their wives had not had
the slightest chance to raise their voices
against their husbands. No-one, male or
female, hid behind anyone else while talking – they all spoke of themselves.
„Our teeth are always out!“
At the end of the day, ancient melodies
with new lyrics fill the air, men and women
dance with the guests of honour. The MEP
and his team are moved.
MEP Alvaro to the people in Mosocho:
„I‘m deeply impressed about the work you
are doing and how you do it.“ He told the
grassroot people that he wished he could
also find the knowledge they had attained
through the project among people in Europe, too.
For example, the term of the female
sexual organ (clitoris) does not appear in
German biology schoolbooks, and is therefore never mentioned in school lessons.
Why are girls (women) not considered to
be valuable enough to be educated about
their sexual organ and how sensitive it
is? Why are boys accorded the esteem
of being informed about the male sexual
organ – irrespective of what kind of school
they go to?

acceptance – to remain with the same
image – so that, in the end, the result is:
„We‘re giving this tradition up.“
The pipelines prove to be useful for
(appropriate to) many other parts of the
global agenda where there is a direct link
to any form of gender-specific violence
against women, whether it is stemming
AIDS, the population explosion, poverty,
maternal mortality or teenage pregnancies, to mention but a few.
Without esteem / without appreciation
of women´s value there will be no change
for the better!
Without esteem / without appreciation
of women´s value there will be no creation
of value / no added value, no sustainable
economic progress.
Growing demand...
Between 2002 and 2005, 210 teachers
and headteachers from all 70 schools
of the Mosocho Division in the Kisii
Central District were trained and educated according to the Value-Centered
Approach as „Psycho-social Trainer, Educator and Counsellor in the areas of Sexual
and Reproductive Health“ (see KONSENS
4/2006, pp. 45, 46).
In February of this year, the head teachers of the 120 secondary schools in the
Kisii Central District met at the invitation of
the District Education Officer (DEO) to be
informed in detail about the „Value-Centered Approach“, the Fulda Approach. The
consistent opinion after the workshop was
that they wanted the approach to be used
in their schools, too.
Furthermore, in addition to the chiefs and
clan elders, the schools of the neighbouring divisions of Mosocho have now voted
in favour of building up the „infrastructure
of acceptance“ in these regions too and to

The pipelines...
Not only FGM and the other HTPs can
be processed through the pipelines of
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get actively involved in the work 1. to save
their daughters from the old tradition, and
2. to reduce violence in their marriages and
families.
Hence, the entire Kisii Central District, i.e.
all the divisions around Mosocho with its
approx. 800,000 inhabitants, are extreme-
ly interested in having the Teachers Training Programme, the core pillar of the entire project work, applied in their region.
For an investment of  Euro 1.50 per inhabitant, therefore, it would be possible not
only to save all the girls born in this district
in 2007 from mutilation, but also those
born in 06 / 05 / 04 / 03, as well as all
the older girls who have not yet been
circumcised (for whatever reason) – and
achieve a noticeable reduction in genderspecific violence in the entire region...

kenia.de) is designed as an income-generating project: women‘s groups invite
people into their homes, thus generating
income with which they finance precisely
defined common projects – for example the
construction of a new mill, primary school
or health centre.
This close immersion into such a different culture requires intensive preparation

and tuning in, which is carried out in the
form of a weekend seminar in Fulda. It is
worth it – for both sides.
Since the beginning of this year all underlying data have been in place, in case
interested people apply as a group to us,
to organize for them specific individual
travel opportunities.
		
     
    ■

Hands-on development cooperation –
„As Friends to Kenya“
Encouraged by our Kenyan friends, we
started at an early stage to provide information on their situation through public
relations work, to give an insight into our
form of cooperation, and to generate more
transparency in this way.
Again and again we were asked by
women if they could accompany us to the
grassroot people. This is how the project
called „As Friends to Kenya“ came about,
which in the meantime was used by dozens
of interested people aged between 8 and
85 to see the work we do on-site.
The project (www.mit-reiseprojekt-

International Press

Prof. Dr. Muthgard Hinkelmann-Toewe,

Dr Asha-Rose Migiro of the United Republic of Tanzania was appointed this week
to be the new Deputy Secretary General
of the United Nations, only the second
woman to hold this post.
Dr. Migiro is known for her distinguished service in the field of development
and peace. She is currently the Tanzanian
Minister for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation and has served on the
UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).
IFUW joins in congratulating her on her
new appointment.

Göttingen, looks back on 20 years of
cooperation with Africans. Her first
research and practical project „Women
in Kenya“ was launched in February 
1986 in Luoland with the aim of jointly
working out innovative ways of develop
ment cooperation and implementing
them hand in hand.

Since 2002, she has been involved in the
Fulda-Mosocho-Project called „Overcoming Female Circumcision“ in Kisiiland,
which was nominated by the European
Parliament for the European Human
Rights Award (Sacharow Prize) in 2006.

Center for PROFS
University of Applied Sciences,
Fulda, Germany
Email: center-for-profs@web.de
PB 2318, 36013 Fulda, Germany
Tel./Fax: +49-661 – 65062
www.fulda-mosocho-project.com
Account for donations
LebKom e.V. (VividCom),
the counterpart of the Center for PROFS
Sparkassse Göttingen: 138 107
Bank code 260 500 01
IBAN: DE11260500010000138107
Bic-Code: NOLADE21GOE
Swift-Code: NOLADE2H (via NORDLB
Hannover an Sparkasse Göttingen)
Please add: Fulda-Mosocho-Project
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